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Topics
This special issue is devoted to foster the academic knowledge on the way in which businesses
operating in the service industries are innovating, re-shaping and revising their service-mix in
order to respond to the new challenges of a dynamic and increasingly uncertain competitive
context. Papers dealing with emerging themes related to servitization, to the provision and use of
existing and provisional services as well as to the planning, design and offer of services to
individuals and businesses according to the management perspective and to the issues posed by
the current pandemic are welcomed. Studies on new customers’ service needs and wants are
greeted too.
The aim of this special issue is to identify, understand, and address how new consumption
patterns and the emergence of new channels are leading businesses to revise the service-mix,
considering the implications for the management of resources. This special issue is particularly
devoted to studies on service industries such as retailing, hospitality, tourism, health, leisure,
culture, transport and professional services sectors – among others.
Suggested topics are the following:












Innovative and revised channels in the service industries
Planning, design and offer of an augmented service-mix for individuals and businesses.
Service and social innovation
E-commerce, digitalization in service industries and digital service and multi-sided platforms
The use of interactive technologies, Augmented Reality (AR) and Artificial Intelligence (AI) in
the service industries
Connectivity and social media opportunities for delivering a better customer’s service
Responding to the new customers’ service needs and wants
Marketing strategies for delivering a better service-mix
The effect of the covid-19 pandemic on designing, offering and channelling services
The effect of the covid-19 pandemic on service consumption patterns
Sharing economy and co-creation in the service setting

This special issue welcomes qualitative, quantitative and mixed approaches, strongly supported by
management literature.
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Paper submission (deadline 1st May 2022)
Sinergie Italian Journal of Management only publishes original work. Submitted papers must not
have been previously published in a refereed journal in its current or a substantially similar form,
and they must not be currently under consideration for publication in another refereed journal.
Editors cannot provide any excerpts of the paper. Authors may download the PDF file of their
paper from the Journal’s website.
Authors are required to express their consent to the publication of their disclosed e-mail
addresses, as stated by Italian Law D.Lgs. 196 of 30 June 2003. They must also commit
themselves to respect the journal publishing ethics https://www.sijm.it/publishing-ethics/.
Full papers should be initially submitted to the guest editors (servicemix.sijm@gmail.com).
To assure quality of editing, especially of tables, graphs and figures, it is common to use a
Microsoft Word format, compatible formats are accepted as well.
File in .bmp, .jpeg, .jpg, .png, .gif formats can create problems in editing. If possible, please avoid
these formats and provide files containing additional tables and graphs in their original format
(e.g., xls). The submission procedure requires authors to provide two separate files:
 The first file should be called ‘IA’, and it should only include the title of the paper,
information about the authors (name, title, affiliation, e-mail address and contact number),
acknowledgements and references to research projects that led to the drafting of the paper.
 The second file should be called ‘FP’. It must not contain any details regarding the author(s),
or any information that could be traced back to the author(s) (e.g., acknowledgements and
similar expressions).
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Author guidelines are described at the following link: https://www.sijm.it/author-guidelines/

Peer review process
The review process is described here: https://www.sijm.it/peer-review-procedures/

Publication in Sinergie Italian Journal of Management
A selection of the papers will be included in a Sinergie Italian Journal of Management Special
Issue in Spring of 2023.
Sinergie is a peer-reviewed academic publication focusing on the main trends in management
studies (ISSN: 0393-5108 Quarterly journal Printed from: 1983. Online from: 2001)
Sinergie has been accepted for inclusion in SCOPUS, Elsevier June 14Th, 2021 and is ranked by
AIDEA list (rank A).
Publication in Sinergie Italian Journal of Management is free of charge.
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